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This book follows a physically disabled researcher’s journey from stigmatized embodiment to creating 

accessible storytelling performances that function as peer-reviewed critical qualitative research and 

applied-learning pedagogy in pursuit social justice. It begins with developing personal standpoint, moves 

through complications in research design and data collection, negotiates creating performance research 

within course learning objectives, navigates responses from community members, academics, social 

activists, and performance critics, and ends with a new research question.  Critical autoethnographic 

personal narratives, performance scripts, and poetry illuminate struggles over legitimate methodological 

practice and storytelling performance pedagogy. Each chapter confronts the fear of mortality that compels 

us to stigmatize those who remind us of our inescapably vulnerable embodiments and offers hope for an 

inclusive, adaptable culture. This message speaks to scholars in Performance Studies, Disability Studies, 

Cultural Studies, Narrative Methodology, Ethnography, Higher Education, Autoethnography, Creative 

Nonfiction and everyone interested embodiment and/or storytelling for social change.  

Chapter 1: Researcher Positioning as Embodied Experience 

This chapter introduces critical autoethnography as a research methodology and maps how storytellers 

and audiences struggle together to co-create identity, meaning and reality through the performing personal 

narratives in interpersonal interactions, creative nonfiction writing, and staged performances. Drawing 

upon theories of performance, phenomenology, and disability studies, the author tells personal stories of 

living through a body marked as ‘disabled’ to reveal storytelling performance as visceral (embodied and 

emotional), collaborative (inescapably shared), and susceptible (discursive, forever open to revision and 

reinterpretation). Storytelling offers a means to overcome personal and cultural fears that compel us to 

stigmatize and reject bodies that remind us of our own inescapable physical and social vulnerability, 

opening spaces to pursue connection, empathy, and social justice.  

Chapter 2: Connecting to the Bodies We Research 

This critical autoethnography takes place during the opening lecture of an interdisciplinary graduate-level 

Qualitative Research Seminar. As the professor compares and contrasts the orientation, goals, and design 

of positivist, interpretive, critical, and post-structural methodologies, the narrative shifts between the class 

dialogue and a new M.A. student’s stream of consciousness as she struggles to identify the 

methodological lens that will provide answers to her research questions. She weighs the risks, 

possibilities and limitations of personal standpoint, reflexivity, the institutional review board, and 

researcher/participant relationships related to open-ended narrative interviews focused on the embodied 

and social experience of bulimia or physical disabilities. The story ends with a call to staged performance 

interpretations of qualitative data to resist cultural stigma and marginalization.  

 Chapter 3: There’s No Center without the Margins - Revealing Compulsory Performance to 

Achieve Audience Empathy 

This critical autoethnography explores performance of personal narrative research methodology, 

performance ethnography, compulsory able-bodiedness, and disability stigma over the course of an 

evening at a bar in a college town. Through interactions with patrons and staff, a Performance Studies 



doctoral student explains that humans have an innate knowledge and fear of our inevitable mortality that 

compels us to marginalize disabled bodies, transferring the struggle over this universal, inescapable 

vulnerability to certain stigmatized cultural members. She argues for storytelling performance adaptations 

of her narrative research on disability to allow audience members to glimpse the Utopian Performative of 

“hyper-embodied consciousness,” the collective embracing of our inevitable mortality that collectively 

pursues creating a culture that adapts and flexes around our forever changing bodies 

Chapter 4: Creating Accessible, Pedagogical Storytelling Performances as Research Take 1 

This critical autoethnography follows the creation of a performance ethnographic film as applied-learning 

pedagogy in an undergraduate Communication Studies Department. During their collaboration a video 

Production and a Performance Studies professor grapple with the competing expectations of film critics, 

Performance Studies scholars, and undergraduate student performers in an effort to create peer-reviewed 

artistic research that is accessible to nonacademic audiences. The film, (that features narrative excerpts 

from a project focused on disability, identity, and U.S. culture), highlights the complications of insider 

versus outsider research, the pervasiveness of disability stigma, and the ethics of embodying Others’ 

stories in critical storytelling performance. The chapter concludes with evidence of the power of personal 

narrative performance to pursue hyper-embodiment, empathetic connection and social justice. 

A Performance Transcription Exercise 

This performance transcription exercise features verbatim narratives of open-ended interviews conducted 

with self-identified physically disabled professionals from the critical, applied learning pedagogical film 

Cripping: A Performance Ethnography of Disability and Identity. A performance approach to qualitative 

narrative research focuses the embodied telling of a story as the subject of inquiry. Comparing and 

contrasting the potential oral interpretations of each research participant’s narrative excerpt based on the 

researcher’s transcription choices illustrates how transcription is vital component of the interpretation and 

analysis processes in personal narrative and storytelling research.  

Chapter 5: Can Rigorous Research be Art for the Masses? A Student/Teacher Debrief 

 This scripted scene is set at an academic conference after a peer-reviewed national screening of 

Cripping: A Performance Ethnography of Disabled Identity. The conversation is designed to be 

performed aloud to grapple with tensions surrounding disability activism, storytelling performance, and 

ethnographic embodiment of Others in critical performance research. A Performance and Communication 

Studies professor/director and undergraduate student performer discuss a recent panel response to the 

performance ethnographic film created through applied-learning pedagogy. A disability activist and a 

Performance Studies scholar interject to voice the risks and possibilities of performance ethnographic film 

for social justice, critical applied-learning, and whether or not able-bodied performers can ethically 

embody the stories of disability marginalization without appropriation or exploitation of disabled people’s 

experiences. 

Chapter 6: Hyper-Embodiment and Outsider-Research-Pursuing Empathy and Connection in the 

Field 

This chapter is an autoethnography of a critical qualitative open-ended narrative researcher/professor 

navigating skepticism surrounding her motives and methodology from a research participant and a 

quantitative social scientist.  An interviewee’s questions why she would be interested in elders’ personal 

narratives of memory loss crystallizes the challenges of developing rapport as an outsider in the research 

field. The author asserts that a “hyper-embodied” approach to personal narrative research offers 

opportunities embrace shared physical and social vulnerability, pursue empathetic connection, and 



transform culture through storytelling. Back at her office, a conversation with a colleague crystallizes the 

tensions surrounding the differing goals of positivist social scientific versus critical/post-structural 

performance research. The author reflects on the hope and possibilities of personal narrative research. 

Chapter 7: Creating Accessible, Pedagogical Art as Research Take 2 

This autoethnography traces the creation of a performance ethnographic film created from open-ended 

interviews with elders experiencing memory loss. Performance Studies and Video Production professors 

in a Communication Studies Department struggle over how to ethically and carefully create a 

performance production based on a recurrent theme across narratives while navigating the expectations of 

Performance Studies scholars, film critics, and undergraduate student performers and producers. Faculty, 

students and audience members’ conversations: 1) surface the tensions surrounding embodying the Other 

and performance ethnography as applied learning pedagogy for social justice 2) reveal human beings’ 

shared knowledge and understanding of our inevitable mortality and 3) offer hope for a world that resists 

the stigma of aging and illness.  

Chapter 8: Can Rigorous Research Be for the Masses? A Second Student/Teacher Debrief 

This creative nonfiction dramatic scene is set at an academic conference after a formal peer response to 

Memories that Matter: Elders’ Narratives of Love and Loss, the morning before its official screening at a 

national academic film festival. The film, derived from the verbatim excerpts of open-ended narratives 

with elders experiencing memory loss, was created through an upper-level applied-learning course as part 

of the professor’s research and teaching agendas. The dialogue between the professor/director and student 

performer illuminates the ongoing tensions between acting vs. performing; film vs. live productions; 

performance ethnography vs. narrative cinema; academic versus community audiences; and applied- 

learning pedagogy versus artistic research methodology.  

Chapter 9: Compromising Methodology for Open Audiences 

Using critical autoethnography, dramatic scenes, and poetry, the author/director/professor grapples with 

the complexity of creating a service-learning performance troupe for social justice that uses performance 

ethnographic research methodology to write and perform interactive monologues in Title 1 elementary 

and middle schools. The director struggles with tensions surrounding 1) teaching performance 

ethnographic methodology, narrative interviewing, monologue writing and oral storytelling 2) adapting to 

the needs of community stakeholders, and 3) directing a performance troupe within the restraints of an 

academic course. The multifaceted goals and challenges of creating a service-learning performance 

troupes emerge through the professor’s, students’, and teachers’ responses to the project. The author 

concludes that the compromises to research methodology were necessary to achieve successful learning 

outcomes and social outreach.  

Chapter 10: In Conclusion - A Call for Hyper-Embodied Performance Research Pedagogy for 

Social Justice 

This critical autoethnography opens in a lower-level undergraduate class that will create an ensemble 

performance autoethnographic show in pursuit of social justice. The class lecture explains 

autoethnography as a theoretical concept and methodological practice related to performance 

ethnography, oral storytelling, and personal narrative research, before tackling the risks, possibilities, 

constraints and hopes it offers as applied-learning pedagogy. The professor asserts that performance 

autoethnography offers a vehicle to pursue hyper-embodiment: the embracing of human beings’ 

inescapable vulnerabilities and inevitable mortality. Hyper-embodiment resists the fears that compel us to 



marginalize and stigmatize cultural members and advocates for the collective valuing of and adapting to 

the needs of our diverse, forever-changing bodies.  

Epilogue: The Next Performance Ethnographic Show in Pursuit of Hyper-Embodiment 

This autoethnographic conversation takes place between a physically disabled performance of personal 

narrative/ethnographic researcher and her 5-year-old son. Her son, who experiences epileptic seizures 

requests that she create a performance ethnographic “movie” about seizures like her past projects that 

focused on physical disability and aging and memory loss. The similarities and differences between 

epileptic seizures and involuntary spasms from cerebral palsy leads to questions focused on understanding 

accessing embodied experiences and pursuing empathy and social justice through telling and bearing 

witness to personal stories.  


